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Cover article: “ Data protection officer – 
internal or external?” 

      by Marta Popa, Senior Partner Voicu & Filipescu 

 
With the coming into force of the new European General 
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), in less than 6 
months from now (18 May 2018), this article addresses 
the various interpretations of privacy professionals, but 
also the concerns of the business teams regarding the 
special status of the Data Protection Officer (DPO). Is the 
person appointed as a DPO under a conflict of interest, 
when also employed in this area by the data controller 
(the company that appointed him)? Is it possible for the 
DPO to wear two hats, one of employee who handle 
information processing and one of supervisor over the 
same issues? 
 

Legal Changes of November 2017 
Voicu & Filipescu is a full service law firm, covering all 
legal areas relevant to your company’s activity. This issue 
of our monthly newsletter provides you with a brief 
description of some of the recent legal amendments in: 
 

•   Constructions 
•   Dispute resolution 
•   Employment 
•   Energy  
•   Public Procurement 

 

Drafts in Laws of November 2017 
Get ahead legal changes with our guide on legislative 
projects and find out which one of the turmoil of 
legislative amendments is more likely to affect your 
business and how. Read in this issue of Drafts in Laws 
about draft laws in the following areas: 
 

•   Corporate 
•   Employment 
•   Energy  
•   Public Procurement 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 
Article “Price of water in hydro power 
plants - what’s next, legislative changes or 
infringement against Romania?” by Voicu 
& Filipescu Managing Associate Carmen 
Dutescu published on CEE Legal Matters. 
Click here to read the article. 
 
 
IFLR 1000 recommends Voicu & 
Filipescu for our lawyer’s activity in two 
practice areas: M&A as well as Banking and 
Finance. 
 
 
Tax partner Alex Tabacu interviewed by 
Ziarul Financiar on fiscal measures that 
will take effect as from the start of 2018. 
Click here to read the article. 
 
 
Legal500 EMEA 2017 recommends 
Voicu & Filipescu for our lawyers’ activity 
in 9 practice areas: banking and finance, 
mergers and acquisitions, dispute 
resolution, employment, energy, PPP and 
procurement, real estate and 
construction, insolvency, TMT. 
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Cover article 
Data protection officer – internal or external? 
With the coming into force of the new European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), in less than 6 months from 
now (18 May 2018), this article addresses the various interpretations of privacy professionals, but also the concerns of 
the business teams regarding the special status of the Data Protection Officer (DPO). Is the person appointed as a DPO 
under a conflict of interest, when also employed in this area by the data controller (the company that appointed him)? Is 
it possible for the DPO to wear two hats, one of employee who handle information processing and one of supervisor 
over the same issues? 

Data Protection Officer (DPO) – the notion   

The GDPR has created the obligation for certain companies, under certain circumstances, to create a new role within 
their organization i.e. a person who is properly and timely involved in all aspects of the protection of personal data. The 
regulation specifically prescribes the tasks of the DPO, including its oversight of company compliance with GDPR 
requirements, and the responsibility for interacting with the data protection authority (DPA) and the data subjects to the 
company's processing. Its role includes GDPR counseling within the company. 

As of November 21, 2017, the occupation classification in Romania was supplemented to include the new role, namely 
"personal data protection officer", which received COR code 242231 by Order no. 1786/5384/2017 regarding the 
amendment and completion of the Classification of Occupations in Romania - level of occupation (six characters), 
approved by the Order of the Minister of Labor, Family and Social Protection and of the President of the National Institute 
of Statistics no. 1832/856/2011. 

Data Protection Officer (DPO) – when is the appointment obligatory for companies?  

If a company carries out large-scale monitoring of individuals or large-scale processing of special categories of data 
(those provided for in Articles 9 and 10 of GDPR, e.g. ethnic origin, political affiliation, religious, genetic, biometric, health 
or crime data) will be required to appoint a DPO. 

Since the GDPR refers to the processing of personal data of EU citizens, wherever and by anyone else, even non-EU 
companies (e.g. companies in the U.S.) might be in a position to appoint a DPO. 

Data Protection Officer (DPO) – is an internal DPO in conflict of interest with the appointing company?  

The GDPR clearly establishes that the DPO does not receive any instructions regarding the performance of its tasks. It 
shall not be dismissed or sanctioned by the controller or by the processor for reasons related to the performance of its 
duties as DPO. The DPO responds directly to the highest level of management of the controller or processor, being part 
of the so-called "senior management". 

These provisions, contained in art. 38 of the GDPR raised a number of questions about the special status of the DPO, from 
the apparent immunity of the DPO as regards the dismissal or sanctioning by the controller, to the optimal choice 
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between appointing a DPO as a member of the controller’s staff and one that is an independent contractor under a 
service contract, as the GDPR allows both variants. 

The concern increased with the December 2016 guidance provided by the Art. 29 WG on the DPO’s independence, 
according to which the DPO "cannot hold a position within the organization that leads him or her to determine the 
purposes and means” of data processing. 

The natural tendency of companies, especially small ones, is to appoint as DPO an employee who is already familiarized 
with the matter, mainly dealing with the processing of personal data within the company. Some privacy professionals, 
consider, though, that these employees cannot perform a double duty as the DPO, because they are in a clear conflict of 
interest.  

However, requiring a DPO to be independent (as provided under the GDPR) means that the role of the DPO cannot be 
fulfilled by company employees who are also responsible for daily decisions on personal data processing, such as people 
working in human resources, IT, or marketing. This implies that a consistent demand of external candidates for this role 
will be created, to pass the test of "independence" required by GDPR, but this also creates difficulties in finding them. 
Some companies are expected to look for these resources externally, including from lawyers. It appears at this time that 
the companies who will be able to openly demonstrate that the person appointed to the role of DPO is independent will 
be better positioned. 

In any case, we believe that the supervisory authority will have to show some degree of flexibility in interpreting the 
conflict of interest rules by not interpreting them too restrictively. National authorities in Member States are expected to 
provide rules in addition to the guidance provided by the Art. 29, rules to better clarify situations of conflict of interest 
and to provide greater flexibility as to the incompatibilities of the role of the DPO with other internal functions of the 
company. 

Do you wonder if it is necessary to appoint a DPO in your organization? Do you have any questions about the gray areas 
of the legislation on the appointment and role of DPO? Do not hesitate to contact our lawyers, specialized in data privacy 
matters. 
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constructions – legal changes published   in   November   2017 

The Order of the Minister of Culture and National Identity no. 2797/2017 establishing the 
types of interventions for historical monuments and buildings in their protection areas or in 
protected zones  which are of little relevance to the historical substance and/or are of 
temporary nature and the conditions under which notices may be issued without consulting 
the National Commission for Historical Monuments, as well as the regional commissions for 
historical monuments was published in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, no. 918 of 22 November 2017. 

The order establishes the possibility of issuing approvals on technical documentation by the Ministry of Culture or its 
deconcentrated departments without consulting the National Commission for Historical Monuments or the regional 
commissions for historical monuments ("historical monuments commissions") for types of interventions on historical 
monuments and buildings in their protection areas or in protected zones that have little or no effect on the historical 
substance and/or are temporary. 

The Order was adopted both as a result of the large number of documentations that have little or no impact on the 
historical substance and/or are temporary, and due to the fact that, taking into account the irregular meeting of the 
historical monuments commissions, the process of approving technical documentation was considerably hindered. 

Consequently, the order details the types of interventions on historical monuments, buildings in their protected areas or 
in protected zones, and related conditions that have little or no effect on the historical substance and/or are temporary. 

Among them it can be mentioned: 

(i) repair works on supporting walls, terraces, embankments, if they are made using materials compatible with the 
historical ones or have the same finishing materials, and do not interfere with more than 10% of the wall surface; 

(ii) current repairs to fences, new fencing or temporary enclosure replacements, if such enclosures are built after 
1960; no plastic products and no more than two colours and up to two visible types of material may be used; 

(iii) the installation of individual air conditioners, if such are located in areas where they are not visible or discreetly 
placed and do not affect the public perception of the historical monument; 

(iv) installation of security and surveillance systems at historical monuments, discreetly located, with minimal 
interventions, avoiding their direct placement on the historical monument building; 

(v) the location of logos, memorial plaques or other signs, provided that they do not exceed 0.5 x 0.5 meters and 
contain no more than two colours of those found in the historic façades of the building façade, or of those in 
the neighbourhood without the use of shiny, glossy or reflective colours. 
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litigation and arbitration – legal changes published in November   2017 

Decision of the High Court of Cassation and Justice no. 59/2017 on the issuing of a preliminary 
ruling on the application of art. 453 par. (1) of the Civil Procedure Code, published in the 
Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, no. 871 of November 6, 2017, applicable from the same 
date, states that the provisions of art. 453 of the Civil Procedure Code applies irrespective of the subject matter of the 

dispute, meaning that the party who has lost the case  will be ordered to pay the costs of this second trial involving, in 
the overwhelming majority of the cases, the settlement of certain procedural fault defenses from the first trial, finally 
settled. Consequently, the fact that the subject-matter of the claims is the obligation of the defendant to pay the costs 
of another proceeding has no relevance to the way the provisions of Art. 453 of the Civil Procedure Code apply in the 
second litigation. Therefore, the High Court has decided that in cases where the defendant is ordered to bear the costs 
of another litigation finally settled, the provisions of Art. 453 par. (1) of the Code of Civil Procedure remain applicable. 

The judgment of the European Court of Human Rights of 11.04.2017 in Costache and others 
v. Romania case was published in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, no. 874 of 07 
November 2017 and is applicable from the same date.  

In 1995, the plaintiffs brought legal action against the General Council of Bucharest and the Local Council of District  6 
in Bucharest, requesting the restoration of property right over a land in Bucharest. By a decision of 9 April 1998, the 
Bucharest Municipal Court, as first instance court, upheld the claim. The parties did not appeal the decision, therefore, 
it remained final. On January 27, 1999, the Bucharest Municipality, through the general mayor, citing, among others, 
the provisions of the Art. 322 par. (5) of the Civil Procedure Code, introduced an extraordinary appeal  against the 
applicants, requesting the review of the final decision of 9 April 1998, claiming that a new document had been found 
in respect of the land claimed by the applicants. The appeal referred to a report drafted on 29 December 1998 by the 
Market Administration of District 6 of Bucharest, which stated that the land claimed by the applicants was occupied by 
a market. By a decision of 24 September 1999, the Bucharest Municipal Court upheld the action submitted  by the 
Bucharest Municipality, through general mayor, arguing that the document had not been filed in the first instance trial 
and that it showed that the land claimed by the applicants was occupied by market. On January 29, 2002, the Bucharest 
Court of Appeal admitted the applicants' appeal, arguing that the document invoked by the Bucharest Municipality, 
through general mayor, was a document that did not comply with  the requirements of art. 322 par. (5) of the CPC, since 
it did not exist at the date of the pronouncing of the final decision of 9 April 1998. In addition, the appeal court stated  
that, without objective reason, the national authorities did not raise before the court of first instance in the first trial, the 
matter  of the legal situation of the land and could have recovered the investment made on the land claimed by the 
applicants by bringing separate proceedings against them, with the object of recovering the value. 

By a final decision of 14 January 2003, the Supreme Court of Justice upheld the appeal declared by the Bucharest 
Municipality, through general mayor, arguing that although the document had not existed during the trial which ended 
with the final judgment of 9 April 1998, it targeted a pre-existing situation. In addition, the court concluded that the 
provisions of Art. 322 par. (5) of the CPC should be interpreted as referring to documents used by one of the parties in 
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order to prove, in the light of new evidence, facts which, in general, were not known by the court which pronounced  
the decision  under review. In the light of the foregoing, the supreme court stated  that the term "document" should be 
interpreted restrictively. Lastly, it was irrelevant that the document relied on by the party requesting the review had 
been obtained as a result of the checks in the other documents which existed at the time of the judgment of 9 April 
1998 and which testified the same facts but which had not been submitted to the court which pronounced  the 
judgment. The applicants brought their case before the Court on 28 August 2003. 

The Court stated that one of the fundamental elements of the rule of law is the principle of legal certainty, which implies, 
inter alia, that a final decision pronounced by a court should not be appealed again.  
The Court notices  that in the present case, the Supreme Court of Justice stated  that the report submitted  by the 
Bucharest Municipality, through general mayor, was a document that complied with  the requirements of Art. 322 par. 
(5) of the CPC, although that document did not exist at the time of the final judgment of 9 April 1998, as required by the 
provisions of CPC. In addition, that court re-examined the substance of the case by making a different interpretation of 
the evidence already considered by the first instance court. 

Therefore, The Court considered that there had been a violation of the two principles set out in its established case-law, 
meaning that the review should not be treated as a disguised appeal and that the national court admitting the 
reopening of the case should indicate why the new evidence could not have been obtained during the first set of 
proceedings. In the latter matter, the Court notes that the Supreme Court of Justice ruled that there were also other 
documents which existed at the time of the final judgment of 9 April 1998 and which testified to the same facts as the 
report of 29 December 1998. Although observing that these other documents were not submitted to the court which 
pronounced the final judgment in question, the Supreme Court of Justice did not examine the reasons for that omission. 
The foregoing considerations are sufficient to enable the Court to conclude that, by annulment of the final decision of 
9 April 1998, the authorities did not maintain a fair balance between the case interests and therefore infringed the right 
of the first applicant to a fair trial. 

Decision of the High Court of Cassation and Justice no. 73/2017 regarding the 
pronouncement of a preliminary ruling on the dissolution of a matter of law, published in the 
Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, no. 914 of 22 November 2017, applicable from the same 
date.  

The High Court has been notified in order to rule on the following legal issue: "If, in the event that the first instance refused 
the application for a penalty based on the provisions of Article 906 (1) and (2) of the Civil Procedure Code, the judgment 
pronounced is susceptible of being appealed". The HCCJ  stated that, with respect to Art. 906 par. (2) of the Civil Procedure 
Code, this rule is a derogating rule from the ordinary legal rule of law with regard to the possibility of appealing, the 
text expressly stipulating that the enforcement court shall issue, with the summons of the parties, a final resolution, 
which means that it can not be appealed, given the provisions of art. 634 par. (1) point 1 of the Code of Civil Procedure. 
Whereas art. 906 par. (2) establishes, in this respect, an exception to the rule mentioned  in Art. 651 par. (4) of the Code 
of Civil Procedure, it follows that the text shall be  strictly interpreted and applied in accordance with the principle of 
exceptio est strictissimae interpretationis. Therefore, the High Court stated that, with respect to the interpretation and 
application of the provisions of Art. 906 par. (1) and (2) of the Civil Procedure Code, the resolution  of the settlement of 
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the request for payment of penalties on the debtor's day of delay for to do or not to do obligation, assessable in money, 
which can not be fulfilled by another person, is final, irrespective of the solution  of the enforcement authority, namely 
the admission or rejection of the creditor's claim. 

Decision of the High Court of Cassation and Justice no. 60/2017 regarding the 
pronouncement of a preliminary ruling on the dissolution of a matter of law, published in the 
Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, no. 928 of 24 November 2017, applicable from the same 
date.  

The HCCJ has been notified In order to give a preliminary ruling on the correct interpretation of the provisions of Art. 
2.431 of the Civil Code, referring to art. 632 of the Civil Procedure Code, with regard to the possibility of enforcing a 
right of claim secured by a legally concluded mortgage agreement and which, according to Art. 2.431 of the Civil Code, 
constitutes an enforceable title, if the right of claim itself is not established by a document which, according to the legal 
provisions, constitutes an enforceable title. The HCCJ stated that, in interpretation of the provisions of Art. 2.431 of the 
Civil Code, referring to art. 632 of the Civil Procedure Code, it is possible to enforce a claim secured by a valid mortgage 
agreement, which is an enforceable title, even if the right of claim itself is not established by a document which, 
according to the legal provisions, is an enforceable title. 

Decision of the High Court of Cassation and Justice no. 17/2017 regarding the unitary 
interpretation and application of the legal provisions regarding the appeal in the field of 
administrative litigation, published in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, no. 930 of 27 
November 2017, applicable from the same date.  

The High Court of Cassation and Justice upheld the appeal in the interest of the law and consequently established the 
following: in the interpretation and uniform application of the legal provisions on the appeal in the matter of 
administrative litigation, against the judgments pronounced in this matter one can only use the second appeal, 
excepting the case mentioned in the provisions of art. 25 par. (3) of the Law on administrative litigation no. 554/2004. 

Decision of the High Court of Cassation and Justice no. 55/2017 regarding the 
pronouncement of a preliminary ruling on the dissolution of a matter of law, published in the 
Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, no. 943 of 29 November 2017 and applicable from the 
same date.  

The HCCJ has been notified for a preliminary ruling in order to state upon the following question: "If the exemption from 
the payment of judicial stamp duty in the appeal, regulated by Article 28 of Government Emergency Ordinance 80/2013 on 
Fees judicial stamp duty, operates only if it is formulated by the plaintiff who was first exempted from the stamp duty 
regardless of the party submitting the appeal. " The Court held that the provisions of Art. 28 of the Government Emergency 
Ordinance no. 80/2013 is to be interpreted as meaning that only the plaintiff who was exempted from the stamp duty 
in first instance benefits from the exemption from stamp duty in appeal. 
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employment – legal changes published in  November   2017 

Order of the Minister of Labor no. 1786/5384/2017 regarding the modification and 
completion of the Classification of Occupations in Romania - level of occupation (six 
characters), approved by the Order of the Minister of Labor, Family and Social Protection and 
of the President of the National Institute of Statistics no. 1832/856/2011 was published in the 

Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, no. 909 of 21 November 2017, with effect from that date. 

The Order amends and supplements the Classification of Occupations in Romania - level of occupation (six characters) 
with the new occupations in the national economy, including the following occupations: data protection officer (COR 
242231), babysitter (COR 531104 ), farmer aid (COR 213236), tourist destination manager (COR 143919), ombudsman 
(COR 243223), etc. 

The list of occupations in the national economy that amend and supplement the Occupation Classification in Romania 
- level of occupation (six characters) is an integral part of the new Order. 

Order no. 1851/2017 of the Minister of Labor and Social Justice for establishing the monthly 
indexed value to be given as nursery tickets for the second semester of 2017 was published in the 

Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, no. 935 of November 27, 2017, applicable from the same date. 

According to the Order, for the second semester of 2017, starting November, the amount of the monthly amount to be 
provided in the form of nursery tickets, approved by the Government Decision no. 1.317 / 2006, is 440 lei. 

Order no. 1852/2017 of the Minister of Labor and Social Justice to establish the indexed 
nominal value of a meal ticket for the second semester of 2017 was published in the Official Gazette 

of Romania, Part I, no. 935 of November 27, 2017, applicable from the same date. 

According to the Order, for the second semester of 2017, as of November, the nominal value of a meal ticket may not 
exceed the amount of 15.09 lei. 

Government Decision no. 846/2017 for establishing the gross minimum basic wage 
guaranteed for payment was published in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, no. 950 of 29 November 2017, 

with effect from that date.  

The decision states that as of January 1, 2018, the gross national minimum wage guaranteed for payment, a cash 
amount that does not include bonuses, is set at 1,900 lei per month, for a full time schedule of 166,666 hours , on 
average, per month in 2018, representing 11.40 lei / hour. 

Starting January 1, 2018, Government Decision no. 1/2017 for the establishment of the gross national minimum salary 
guaranteed for payment, published in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, no. 15 of 6 January 2017, shall be repealed. 
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energy – legal changes published in  November  2017 

Order no. 106/2017 for approving the Methodology for checking / withdrawing the 
classification of generating units using emerging technology in/from the category of power 
generating installations benefiting from the status of emerging technology, was published in the 

Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, no. 922 of 23 November 2017. 

This Order approves the Methodology for checking/withdrawing the classification of generating units using emerging 
technology in / from the category of power generating installations benefiting from the status of emerging technology 
as provided in the Annex which is part of this Order. 

Thus a power plant benefiting from the status of emerging technology is exempted from the application of the 
provisions of Regulation 2016/631 establishing a network code for the requirements for the network connection of 
generating installations according to the provisions of art. 66 par. (1) of the Regulation. 

The methodological norms provide that the operators to whom the provisions of the Order are applicable as well as the 
fact that the organizational entities within the National Energy Regulatory Authority shall observe the provisions of the 
Order. 

The methodological norms also stipulate the procedure of authorization, publicity and withdrawal of the authorization 
of operators building generating units using emerging technology. 

Date of entry into force: 23 November 2017. 

Order no. 107/2017 regarding the amendment of the Regulation for granting permits for 
establishment and operating licenses in the natural gas sector, approved by the Order of the 
President of the National Regulatory Authority for Energy no. 34/2013, was published in the Official 

Gazette of Romania, Part I, no. 931 of 27 November 2017. 

The Regulation for the granting of permits for establishment and operating licenses in the natural gas sector, approved 
by the Order of the President of the National Regulatory Authority for Energy no. 34/2013 is amended and 
supplemented as follows: 

 Upon request for granting the authorization for setting up the distribution system, the closed distribution system 
or the natural gas direct pipeline, the order specifies the particular documents that must accompany the common 
documents stipulated by the law; 

 The obligation to draw up a report by the specialized directorate of NRAE in case of commissioning of new 
objectives located in a location for which a specific license is granted is removed. 

Date of entry into force: 27 November 2017. 
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Order 105/2017 on amending and supplementing the procedure for approval of new or 
retrofit projects for cogeneration plants, approved by the Order of the President of the 
National Regulatory Authority for Energy no. 115/2013 was published in the Official Gazette of Romania, 

Part I, no. 933 of 27 November 2017. 

The procedure for approving new or retrofit projects for cogeneration plants, approved by the Order of the President 
of the National Regulatory Authority for Energy no. 115/2013, shall be amended and supplemented as follows: 

 The procedure does not apply to cogeneration producers in difficulty as defined in the Communication from the 
European Commission (2014 / C249 / 2001) on guidelines on State aid for rescuing and restructuring companies 
in difficulty; 

 In order to obtain accreditation for accessing the support scheme, a condition is introduced that the producers of 
electricity and heat in cogeneration be not in difficulty as defined in the Communication of the European 
Commission (2014/C249/2001). 

Date of entry into force: 27 November 2017. 
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public procurement - legal changes published in  November  2017 

Order of the National Agency for Public Procurement no. 6712/890/2017 on the approval of 
procurement procedures under the framework of European-funded projects implemented in 
partnership was published in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, no. 933 of November 27, 2017, with effect from 

that date. 

The Order approves the procurement procedure for the projects under European funding implemented in partnership. 

Subject to the provisions of Law no. 98/2016 on public procurement, the provisions of the Order apply to beneficiaries / 
partners of European-financed projects implemented in partnership for the award of supply, services or works contracts 
afferent to: 

 programs funded from the European Structural Funds and Investment Funds 2014-2020, namely the European 
Regional Development Fund, the European Social Fund, the Cohesion Fund, the European Fund for Fisheries and 
Maritime Affairs; 

 programs financed from the financial mechanisms of the European and Norwegian Economic Area; 

 The Swiss-Romanian Cooperation Program aimed at reducing the economic and social disparities within the 
enlarged European Union - Objective 1 of the Focus Area 4 - "Improving the Environment". 

In the case of projects implemented in partnership consisting of one or more contracting authorities and one or more 
legal entities without the status of contracting authority, that partnership is considered to be a contracting authority 
based on art. 4 par. (1) lit. c) of Law no. 98/2016. 

The partnership will opt for one of the following ways to organize the procurement process: 

 each of the members of the partnership will carry out public procurement procedures related to the activities for 
which it is responsible in the project / financing contract; 

 the partnership leader or one of the members of the partnership, the contracting authority or the legal entity without 
the quality of contracting authority will carry out all the public procurement procedures under the project / financing 
contract. 

Regardless of the way of organizing, the partnership has the obligation, upon choosing the way in which the 
procurement process is to be carried out, to relate to the calculation of the estimated value of the acquisition, as it is 
regulated by the provisions of art. 9-25 of Law no. 98/2016. 

In both situations described, each of the members of the partnership contributes to the elaboration of the public 
procurement program at the project level, by establishing their own public acquisitions / projects envisaged in the 
project. 
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In the case of projects implemented in a partnership consisting of two or more legal entities without the quality of 
contracting authority, in case the conditions of application of the provisions of art. 6 of the Law no. 98/2016 are not 
fulfilled, the provisions of the Order of the Minister of European Funds no. 1284/2016 will be applicable. 
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corporate - draft laws published in November   2017 

Legislative Initiative of Citizens according to Law no. 189/1999 on the support of the draft law 
for the amendment of the Companies Law no. 31/1990 of 25.10.2017 issued by the Legislative 

Initiative Committee. 

The draft law for amending the Companies Law no. 31/1990 aims at eliminating bearer shares, given that such shares 
may hide the ownership and facilitate tax evasion, corruption offenses of high officials of the Romanian state, money 
laundering, illicit export of profits, or financing mafia / terrorist groups. The draft proposes that within 6 months of the 
entry into force of the law, holders of bearer shares be obliged to convert them into nominative shares by registering 
them with the trade registry. Otherwise, holders of bearer shares who have not converted them into nominative shares 
within 6 months will lose the right to vote and the right to dividends. 

The Legislative council favourably approved the draft, with comments: 

 through the issued opinion, the Legislative Council cannot decide on the opportunity of the envisaged legislative 
solutions; 

 at European level, there are states that have banned bearer shares, such as Belgium, the Czech Republic and the 
UK; 

 Given that bearer shares can refer to large material values and can flow from one owner to another without 
limitations and formalities to confirm the transfer, their prohibition would increase transparency and, implicitly, the 
level of trust; 

 The Legislative Council proposes to reformulate certain rules in the draft law. 

The draft law on the amendment of the Companies Law no. 31/1990 was published in the Official Gazette of Romania, 
Part I, no. 846 of 25 October 2017. 
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employment - draft laws published   in   November  2017 
Draft Government Decision on Establishing the contingent of newly admitted workers by 
type on the Labor Market in 2018 was published on the Labor Ministry's website on November 6, 2017. 

Under the provisions of Art. 29 para. (1) of the Government Ordinance no. 25/2014 regarding the employment and 
posting of foreigners on the Romanian territory and for the amendment of certain laws regarding the regime of aliens 
in Romania and considering (i) the dynamics of the issue of the employment/posting notices, which registered a 
significant increase compared to the year 2016 (ii) Romania's economic development potential, using the EU structural 
funds available; (iii) the need to ensure the required labour force in some sectors of activity or occupations, which 
cannot be covered by Romanian workers; (iv) prevention of situations in which foreigners work in Romania without 
legal forms, it is proposed to establish for the year 2018 the contingent of newly admitted workers on the Romanian 
labor market by types, as follows: 

(a) permanent workers - 4,000; 

(b) posted workers - 1,200; 

(c) persons transferred within the same company - 700; 

(d) highly qualified workers - 500; 

(e) seasonal workers - 400; 

(f) trainees - 100; 

(g) cross - border workers - 100. 

The Draft Decision is published on the Ministry of Labor website until 19 December 2017 and can be accessed at the 
following link: 

http://www.mmuncii.ro/j33/images/Documente/Transparenta/Dezbateri_publice/20171106-Proiect-HG-contingent-
2018-26102017.pdf  

The draft law on amending Government Emergency Ordinance no. 217/2000 regarding the 
approval of the minimum monthly consumption basket was registered with the Senate for debate under 

no. B569 on November 14, 2017. 

The draft law aims at introducing a new article according to which the minimum monthly consumption basket is 
assessed quarterly by the National Institute of Statistics and Economic Studies and its value is approved by a 
Government decision. It is also intended to introduce the provision whereby the minimum monthly consumption 
basket is the main element of basing the minimum national wage and the wage policy. 

http://www.mmuncii.ro/j33/images/Documente/Transparenta/Dezbateri_publice/20171106-Proiect-HG-contingent-2018-26102017.pdf
http://www.mmuncii.ro/j33/images/Documente/Transparenta/Dezbateri_publice/20171106-Proiect-HG-contingent-2018-26102017.pdf
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According to art. 2 from O.U.G. no. 217/2000, subsequently repealed by O.U.G. no. 11/2004, the minimum monthly 
consumption basket used to be assessed quarterly by the National Institute of Statistics and Economic Studies and its 
value was approved by Government Decision. The elimination of periodic updates has implicitly led to the cessation of 
the basing the minimum national wage, the wage policy and other social policies on this indicator, despite the fact that 
the normative act remained in force. 

The draft Order for the approval of the Methodology for the organization and operation of 
protected workshops was published on the website of the Ministry of Labor on 21 November 2017. 

The draft envisages the approval of the Methodology for the organization and functioning of protected workshops, 
which represent structures with or without legal personality, who host organized vocational training, non-formal 
education and occupational therapy for young people with special educational needs, aged over 16, and for disabled 
people. The purpose of protected workshops is to meet the education needs so as to enable / prepare for work and 
employment in order to gain a skill and achieve integration into active life, within a personalized and flexible framework. 

According to the draft, the protected workshop can be set up in the community as a support, educational or training 
activity / service, within: (i) accredited educational establishments as providers of social services and / or authorized as 
providers of vocational training; (ii) non-governmental organizations accredited as providers of social services and / or 
authorized as providers of vocational training, as appropriate 

The draft also includes provisions on the organization and operation of the protected workshop, as well as on the 
process of admission to it. 

The adoption of the Order for the approval of the Methodology for the organization and functioning of protected 
workshops is considered necessary in view of the Operational Plan on the implementation of the National Strategy "A 
barrier-free society for people with disabilities" 2016-2020. 

The Draft Decision is published on the website of the Ministry of Labor until January 9, 2018 and can be accessed at the 
following link: 

http://www.mmuncii.ro/j33/images/Documente/Transparenta/Dezbateri_publice/20171122-Ordin-metodologie-org-
ateliere-protejateAnexa.pdf 

The draft law for supplementing Law no. 76/2002 on the unemployment insurance system 
and the stimulation of employment was registered with the Senate for debate under no. B608 on November 

29, 2017. 

The draft aims at indexing the Social Reference Indicator (ISR) annually by 100% of the inflation rate as an indicator 
reflecting the average annual increase in prices. This indexing model is not a novelty, and is already provided for in the 
case of pensions, namely in Law 263/2010. If inflation is negative, the ISR is not indexed and remains at the value of the 
previous year. 

http://www.mmuncii.ro/j33/images/Documente/Transparenta/Dezbateri_publice/20171122-Ordin-metodologie-org-ateliere-protejateAnexa.pdf
http://www.mmuncii.ro/j33/images/Documente/Transparenta/Dezbateri_publice/20171122-Ordin-metodologie-org-ateliere-protejateAnexa.pdf
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The inflation rate is the most accurate instrument for measuring the variation in the average price index. As the rationale 
for social benefit is to guarantee access to the daily basket for the beneficiary, the establishment of an autonomous 
indexing mechanism of the ISR annually guarantees subsistence for the recipients of social benefits. 
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energy - draft laws published in November 2017 
The draft Order on the approval of the contribution for high-efficiency cogeneration and 
some provisions regarding its invoicing was published on the website of the National Regulatory Authority 

for Energy on 29 November 2017. 

In the draft order, the following main amendments / additions are proposed to the Order of the President of the 
National Regulatory Authority for Energy no. 119/2013 on the approval of the contribution for high-efficiency 
cogeneration and some provisions on the way it is invoiced: 

 repealing the Order of the President of the National Regulatory Authority for Energy no. 119/2013 regarding the 
approval of the contribution for high-efficiency cogeneration and certain provisions regarding its invoicing, 
published in the Official Gazette of Romania, Part I, no. 845 of December 30, 2013; 

 the amount of the contribution for high efficiency cogeneration starting 1 January 2018; 

 export exemption from the payment of the contribution for high efficiency cogeneration; 

 provisions on invoicing the contribution 

The draft can be viewed at: 

http://www.anre.ro/download.php?f=fq6Eig%3D%3D&t=wOutwdHbn8%2BcmLPfvrrV5ps%3D  

The draft Order on the application for the year 2017 of the provisions of art. 21 par. (2) and 
Art. 27 of the Regulation for the qualification of the production of electricity in high 
efficiency cogeneration and verification and monitoring of the fuel consumption and the 
production of electricity and heat in high efficiency cogeneration approved by the Order of 
the President of the National Regulatory Authority for Energy no. 114/2013 and the 
provisions of art. 21, art. 22 and 23 of the Regulation on establishing the method for 
collecting the contribution for high efficiency cogeneration and the payment of the bonus 
for electricity produced in high efficiency cogeneration approved by the Order of the 
President of the National Regulatory Authority for Energy no. 116/2013 was published on the 

website of the National Regulatory Authority for Energy on 20 November 2017. 

The proposal became necessary following the entry into force of GEO no. 64/2016, amending and supplementing the 
Law on Electricity and Natural Gas no. 123/2012, in the sense of liberalizing the purchase price of natural gas, without 
differentiated prices for the usage of heat (household / non-household consumer), with a view to applying for the year 
2017 the regulations that are part of the regulatory framework of the support scheme. 

The draft can be viewed at: 

http://www.anre.ro/download.php?f=fq6Eig%3D%3D&t=wOutwdHbn8%2BcmLPfvrrV5ps%3D
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http://www.anre.ro/download.php?f=fq6Bgg%3D%3D&t=wOutwdHbn8%2BcmLPfvrrV5ps%3D 

Draft Order for the approval of the Competition Selection Regulation with a view to 
designating suppliers of last resort and amending some regulations in the electricity sector 
was published on the website of the National Regulatory Authority for Energy on 27 November 2017. 

The draft was created for the competitive selection of the suppliers of last resort starting 1 July 2018, as well as for the 
amendment of certain regulations in the electricity sector. 

The proposed regulation establishes the stages, deadlines and criteria for competitive selection for the designation by 
NRAE of the suppliers of last resort as well as the conditions for the start and end of their activity. 

The draft order was published on the NRAE website as a discussion document, initially on 15 May 2017, and this version 
includes the following changes: 

 integration in the text of the Regulation of proposals submitted by economic operators and accepted by NRAE; 

 modifying the start date of the first designation period from 1 April 2018 to 1 July 2018; 

 the abolition of the eligibility criterion applicable to both obligated SLRs and optional SLRs, regarding the 
performance in Romania of the electricity supply activity for a cumulative period of 24 previous calendar months; 

 the change of the selection criterion, namely the capability, for both mandatory SLRs and optional SLRs, referring 
to consumption locations and not clients 

 modifying the designation of obligatory SLRs, i.e. the compilation of the merit order of the suppliers in each 
network area, not by limiting their number (the first 10 providers), but by introducing the minimum number of 
nationally served locations (2000 consumer locations, average of the last 12 months reported); 

 modification, in correlation with the specific regulations in the elaboration phase, of provisions regarding the 
purchase of electricity from CUSM and the prices applied by SLR; 

 rephrasing some articles for a better understanding 

 supplementing the Order with provisions regarding the amendment of NRAE President Order no. 88 / 2015 for 
the approval of framework contracts for the supply of power to household and non-household customers by the 
last resort suppliers, the general conditions for the supply of electricity to the end users by the last resort suppliers 
of the electricity bill model and the electricity consumption convention model used by the suppliers of last resort. 

The draft can be viewed at: 

http://www.anre.ro/download.php?f=fq6Dgw%3D%3D&t=wOutwdHbn8%2BcmLPfvrrV5ps%3D 

The draft Order for repealing the Order of the NRAE President no. 83/2013 on the approval 
of the Pricing Methodology for the electricity sold by producers on the basis of regulated 

http://www.anre.ro/download.php?f=fq6Bgg%3D%3D&t=wOutwdHbn8%2BcmLPfvrrV5ps%3D
http://www.anre.ro/download.php?f=fq6Dgw%3D%3D&t=wOutwdHbn8%2BcmLPfvrrV5ps%3D
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contracts and the quantities of electricity from the regulated contracts concluded by the 
producers with the suppliers of last resort was published on the website of the National Regulatory 

Authority for Energy on 22 November 2017. 

The draft order aims at repealing the Order of the NRAE President no. 83/2013 approving the Methodology for the 
pricing of electricity sold by producers on the basis of regulated contracts and the quantities of electricity from the 
regulated contracts concluded by the producers with the suppliers of last resort (hereinafter referred to as the 
"Methodology") following the conclusion , on 31 December 2017, of the last stage of the Regulatory Tariff Elimination 
Schedule was published on the website of the National Regulatory Authority for Energy on 22 November 2017. 

Consequently, as of January 1, 2018, the regulated contracts between the producers to whom the Methodology and 
the suppliers of last resort are removed. 

The draft can be viewed at: 

http://www.anre.ro/download.php?f=fq6ChA%3D%3D&t=wOutwdHbn8%2BcmLPfvrrV5ps%3D 

The draft Order for the approval of the conditions for the application of the fees Component 
of the Competition Market was published on the website of the National Energy Regulatory Authority on 22 

November 2017. 

The Draft Order aims to establish the conditions for the application of the Competitive Market Component fees by the 
suppliers of last resort, considering the repeal of the Order of the NRAE President no. 176/2015 for the approval of the 
regulated electricity fees applied by the suppliers of last resort to household customers who have not exercised their 
eligibility right as well as the conditions of application of the regulated fees and the fees of the competitive market 
component published in the Official Gazette of Romania Romania, Part I, no. 959 of December 24, 2015, with 
subsequent changes resulting in the closing on 31 December 2017 of the last stage in the Schedule for the elimination 
of regulated fees. 

The draft order proposes: 

 Establishment of the conditions of application of the Competitive Market Component fees applied by the 
suppliers of last resort to household and non-household clients in their own portfolio, under the terms of the 
repeal of the Order of the NRAE President no. 176/2015, namely: 

(i) Establishing the hourly zones specific to the CPC differential fee; 

(ii) The application in invoices of the CPC fees, and 

 Repealing NRAE president order no. 176/2015; 

The draft can be viewed at: 

http://www.anre.ro/download.php?f=fq6Cgg%3D%3D&t=wOutwdHbn8%2BcmLPfvrrV5ps%3D  

http://www.anre.ro/download.php?f=fq6ChA%3D%3D&t=wOutwdHbn8%2BcmLPfvrrV5ps%3D
http://www.anre.ro/download.php?f=fq6Cgg%3D%3D&t=wOutwdHbn8%2BcmLPfvrrV5ps%3D
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Draft order for designating suppliers of last resort was published on the website of the National 

Regulatory Authority for Energy on 22 November 2017. 

The draft Order aims at designating suppliers of last resort for the period from 1 January 2018 to the date when the 
first designation period begins on their competitive criteria (the entry into force of the award decisions on the basis of 
competition by suppliers of last resort ), in accordance with the provisions of the Competition Selection Regulation to 
designate suppliers of last resort, a document published on the NRAE public website for consultation. 

This order does not change the designation method of suppliers of last resort. By NRAE Order no.35 / 2014, in force, 
the following licensees of power supply have been designated as suppliers of last resort: 

 F.F.E.E. ELECTRICA FURNIZARE S.A.; 

 ENEL ENERGIE MUNTENIA S.A.; 

 ENEL ENERGIE S.A.; 

 E.ON ENERGIE ROMÂNIA S.A.; 

 CEZ VÂNZARE S.A. 

The necessity of drawing up the draft order results from the fact that, through the NRAE Order no. 35/2014, the SLRs 
were designated "until the implementation of a competitive selection mechanism of the SLRs and their designation 
on the basis of this mechanism, but no later than the date of the complete elimination of the regulated fees", the 
regulated fees being applicable until on 31.12.2017, according to the schedule for the elimination of regulated fees, 
contained in the Memorandum of Understanding signed by the Government of Romania with the European 
Commission on 13 March 2012. 

The draft can be viewed at: 

http://www.anre.ro/download.php?f=fq6BiQ%3D%3D&t=wOutwdHbn8%2BcmLPfvrrV5ps%3D  

The draft Order for the approval of the Regulation on the organization and running of 
simultaneous auction with a decreasing price on the centralized market for universal service 
was published on the website of the National Regulatory Authority for Energy on 20 November 2017. 

Regarding the regulations in force, this draft Order amends and supplements the following aspects: 

 Centralized Universal Service Market (CUSM) becomes a mandatory market for Suppliers of last resort (SLRs) in a 
voluntary market for bidders (sellers) and SLRs; 

 A SLR will be able to participate in an auction session in only one quality, auction participant or auction buyer; 

 Registration of CUSM participants, both buyers and sellers, will be done according to the OPCOM registration 
procedure and by signing the CUSM participation agreement; 

http://www.anre.ro/download.php?f=fq6BiQ%3D%3D&t=wOutwdHbn8%2BcmLPfvrrV5ps%3D
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 Several types of auction sessions were introduced: annual and quarterly; 

 The opening dates of the auction sessions are established, fixed calendar dates, namely: for the quarterly auction 
session - the first Monday of the month before the delivery period, for the annual auction session: - the third 
Monday in March; 

 Trading products will be standard in terms of specific intervals (band products and 1 or 2 top products depending 
on the type of auction session chosen and the demand profile); 

 The SLR no longer transmits to NRAE the hourly profile of the estimated consumption for its own final customers 
served under the universal service and the purchase bids on each trading product related to an auction session. 

 Purchase offers are transmitted by the SLR registered as buyer by auction to OCUSM through the CUSM computer 
platform and are of the type quantity-price (pSLR). Transmission of purchase offers is a mandatory condition for 
SLR to participate as a buyer by auction. 

 Pmin and Pmax are no longer set for indicative bids. Auction participants will submit indicative pairs of hourly-
price pairs. Thus the indicative offer includes: 3-5 pairs of hourly-price quantity for each trading product (a 
minimum of 3 pairs); where: 

 The method by which trading products were set up is amended, namely: the starting price for each trading 
product will be determined by OCUSM, based on an algorithm based on indicative bids and a required surplus, 
and the maximum bidding volume (MBV), for each trading product, will be set by OCUSM according to the 
auctioned quantity. 

 Introducing the obligation for auction buyers to lodge financial participation guarantees; 

 The formula for calculating the value of the financial participation guarantee for bidders has been modified, the 
value will be determined on the basis of the indicative bid submitted by them and the pmed, 6 months = the 
average weighted price of the transactions concluded on the futures markets during the last 6 calendar months, 
preceding the month in which the auction session is held, with delivery during the auction period; 

 OCUSM will determine the difference between the price announced for a round of auctions and the price of the 
previous round, based on a confidential calculation formula that takes into account the surplus of the bid 
recorded in the previous round for each trading product. 

 Introducing the obligation of buyers by auction to constitute financial payment guarantees; 

 The framework contract for the sale and purchase of electricity traded on CUSM is elaborated by OCUSM, 
following analysis in a working group established with the market participants and following the public 
consultation process; 

 The buyer by auction may refuse to conclude a sale / purchase contract established after a bidding session for 
the trading product (s) for which the following condition is met 
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𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖>𝑝𝑝SLR,𝑖𝑖 

where: 

pi = closing price of the auction for the product i [lei/MWh]; 

pSLR,i = the price form the purchase offer of the SLR regarding said product. 

 Amending / supplementing the conditions for the execution of the financial participation guarantee constituted 
by the auction buyers and the winning bidders and their paying the penalty in the case of non-conclusion of the 
contracts and / or failure to establish the performance / financial guarantee of payment. Exception: the bidder 
who refuses to conclude a contract / sale agreement in accordance with the condition in the above paragraph 
will not have its financial participation guarantee executed. 

 Amending and supplementing the OCUSM competency chapter. 

 Amending and supplementing the provisions on the rights and obligations of SLRs and bidders 

The draft can be viewed at: 

http://www.anre.ro/download.php?f=fq6AiA%3D%3D&t=wOutwdHbn8%2BcmLPfvrrV5ps%3D 
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public procurement - draft laws published in  November   2017 

The draft law on the award documentation for design services including the design service 
contract template was published on the National Public Procurement Agency (ANAP) website on November 21, 

2017. 

The award documentation for design services includes templates of the following documents: 

 Catalog on design assessment factors; 

 Data sheet and technical specifications; 

 Technical proposal and financial proposal on design services; 

 Forms on global turnover, professional capacity, professional risk, similar experience, technical facilities and quality 
assurance measures, plant and equipment, educational and professional qualifications, quality assurance 
standards; 

 The framework template of the Design Services Contract, its General Conditions and Specific Conditions; 

 Financial Proposal and Technical Proposal. 

The draft can be viewed on www.achizitiipublice.gov.ro or by accessing this link: 
https://achizitiipublice.gov.ro/matrix/cell/77/1.  
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